TokenStars July Report: Passion for sports and
blockchain continues to grow
In the middle of the summer, TokenStars team built upon the success of previous
results and continued development of all directions evenly. Here is the detailed
information of what was done in July:
★
★
★
★

One more stunning fan activity with Veronika Kudermetova
New poker players joined the Scouting Module
TokenStars joined Delta Platform
New team members

One More Training With Tennis PRO

Our Fan Communications activity with Veronica Kudermetova in June
became a huge success and we have received requests to conduct one more. On the
other hand, Veronika also enjoyed training with her fan and as a result, we have
agreed to make new training. We were glad to see that this opportunity attracted a
lot of attention and simply overwhelmed that both Veronika and Alexandr enjoyed
this meeting. As for the last time, we prepared video highlights of this training
with Alexandr’s feedback.

Awesome Scouting Results
This July we scouted two new poker players Konstantin Guz and Lukas Fruhbauer on
our platform who successfully joined our module, passed community voting is now
under experts review.
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Lukas Fruhbauer is an amateur poker player from the Czech Republic. Lukas is
young and inexperienced but he has a huge passion for this game and desire to
become a pro. In his career, he played over 8000 tournaments mainly and earned
more 34000$.

Konstantin Guz - is a poker player from Kazakhstan with 8 years of experience.
Konstantin made his first steps in poker in childhood then he started to play it more
professional when he was 23. He has more than 5000 tournaments on Pokerstars.

TokenStars joined Delta

Now following our updates has become even easier as we are listed on Delta Direct!
Delta is the ultimate cryptocurrency portfolio tracker app. You can install their app
and check the news in the most convenient way.
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From now on, the most significant updates of ACE and TEAM token verticals will be
also announced on Delta, stay tuned not to miss it!

TokenStars team reinforcement

While the TokenStars continues to grow in a full swing, we’d like to introduce our
new team members.
Please meet the poker guru Andrey Ermilov. He will make an effort to bring the
TokenStars poker department to the new level. His experience ranges across a variety
of industries. eSports, Blockchain, Digital marketing.
“It is an honor for me to join the TokenStars company. I think it’s an incredible
project”
In July one more great specialist joined and strengthened our team. Meet Andrew
Kostecky, our new business developer. Ex-InStat product manager — The world’s
leading sports statistical provider, ex-CBDO at Krypton Moscow, and an executive
producer at 3R interactive movies company.
“I personally believe that blockchain integration with sports can bring sports
entertainment to a new level.”
For more information: Follow the project’s social media channels on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Telegram, Medium or take a look at our videos on
YouTube.
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